Precise spatial patterning of advanced materials with minimum error is critical for fabrication at reduced length scales. Electron beam induced processing (EBIP) has emerged as a method to define with high spatial precision nanoscale features and elements. However, control of the composition coordinate was proven an elusive challenge when using the EBIP approach for direct-write deposition (electron-beam-induced deposition, EBID).
Figure 1 a) An array of nanopillars grown by EBID. A typical EBID nanopillar has a columnar base with a tapered apex shaped primarily by the electron probe accelerating voltage and precursor surface coverage. b) Bottom-up, direct write EBID nanopillar lines serve as the membrane structure in a nanobiotechnology device. c) EBID defined dot array for a subsequent dry lithography step in a nanofabrication process; compositionally pure dots will lead to better etch selectivity. d) A Monte Carlo simulation of 300 electron trajectories scattered in a 100 nm tall EBID nanopillar 15 . e) Simulation of EBID nanopillar growth where individually deposited atoms have been color coded according to the electron species (secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, primary electrons, and forward scattered electrons) that induced the precursor dissociation and subsequent atom deposit.
